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'THE REAL THING'

Quentin and the Oise.

tyite&able. and started the they could not spare large reserve
withdrawal Presumably the 16.000 to face attack elsewhere without
men said by the Germans to have checking their own advance.
fallen into their hands yesterday are
included in their new figure of 25,000
The first captures unprisoners.
doubtedly were made when the front
lines were breached. The remainder
probably is composed of rear guard
units leftin position to hcjM off the
enemy until the British withdrawal
under fire bad been accomplished,
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KFreneff and British in the withdrawal the masses of Germans who came on
on the Somme alone, and a great in denser formation than ever before,
number also were taken in the retire- yet all reports show that they fppght
ment from the Marne during the first magnificently.
Germans 600,000 Strong.
year of the war.
Officials were hopeful that tomor"For example, south of St. Quentin
row's retiort would show clearly the one of our divisions had to bear up
German objective and steps to offset against the repeated assaults of no
it. They are beginning to look for fewer than six German divisions, poscounter blows by the allies on other sibly 90,000 men, and only when the
Sectors. N)w that the Germans are assaults ceased with darkness did our
so deeply involved in their enterprise troops withdraw to strong positions
in the at. Quentin region it is thought behind the canal system between M
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nearly 600,000 Germans participated in
the offensive. The enemy fought well
and his gunners did good service. The
quickness with which the gma were
brought forward into No Man's land
after the':infantry.Hadaflvanced was

Germans Shell
Paris From New
Battle Front
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advantage over usjrj positions and
at all points largely superior in
numbers."
Throughout the night the battle
front extended southward and it was
the French
reported this morning that
army was now engaged.
The most intense fighting appears
t
to have been around Roisel and
The slaughter in the enemy
ranks was appalling.
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Twelve. times every available gun in
the area was concentrated oh solid
massed bodies of enemy troops, when
the airmen grew weary with emptying
their machine, gun drums and dropthe dense gra
ping their bombs into
crowds of troops and returning for
more ammunition.
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SENATOR DECIDES
BEST STAY
PROM LEGISLATURE

To exercise the art of self expression a wider latitude
must be afforded than is Presented in the usual hack
neyed types that have become commonplace through
constant repetition.
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Frocks, Dresses, Coats, Blouses and':Access6ries
that appeal to a finer sense of discrimination and

nJSot.

that accentuate personality instead of submerging it.
The variations of Fashion constitute her fascination for
she never '
;her, followers
b$c6mc bored,
J
but is alwa
I king' new surprises and the chaftle- fv mg styles retiect her every mood.
There are m?my tanrible reasons for the superiority
of Thompson Belden Fashions and at Easter disy
criminating women find this of decided advantage.
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You are invited to vfew:..ur
Easter Displays which present
unusual originality and charm, ,
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Alterations are made without extra charge.

The New Hudson Super-Si-x
Phaeton
Developed by 50,000 Owners
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performance of every Hudson Superix is watched so tha t
models may be better and more enduring.
are in service. They helped show
Fifty thousand Super-Sixe- a
the way to make the present series more satisfying and more
enduring. - So also has the experience gained in establishing many
of the best known records for treed and long, hard driving been
helpful in building thi new car,
that was learnedon the speed-wa- v
in establishing new long distance racing records and in road
racing, mountain climbing and transcontinental touring has
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marked its influence.
Even the first Super-Sixe-

'

introduced two years agb, set a new

s,

mwk'for power, acceleration, smoothness and reliability.

.

But

each subsequent series, has shown a marked improvement over
earlier can, for whenever experience revealed
away to makeHudsons"
better and more reliable, that experience has not been overlooked.

Because of Its new aad ciduslre
typ motor, tjt Superii at once wtabllshcd
Itself with the moat exacting tnotorista. Thea we peuKed stock cars to the
very
limiti of endurance that had Utn known even for the mMtexpcrvairdy,
specially
built cars. All motordom knows how new records were made. And buyers found
that their cars were capable of a pcrformaace unknown to other cars.
Now we hare again added to Hudson
quality and dependability. Owners can
knowanevengreattrconfidenccintheircars. The aim haj been to build the Super-Six so well that its owner would hardly ever be aware that it is
piece of machinery.
Motor satisfaction can never be realized if the
passenger is made conscious of
the least mechanical effort. We think a
pointHear the ideal of that condition
has. been reached in the new Hudson Super-SiAnd In the matter of body design, comfort and richness of
,.'
complete detail, any
cm of the ten new types is
.
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Solid gold Baby Set Ring, extra
regular price $2.00.
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with
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t wWe are always ready to taka care of you. we have
the force and equipment to jrive you the finest aervice' on
the day you wish it.
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Dr. McKenney says
desires."1
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Late arrival of season eooda forces us to make the
followinjf sacrifices : r
Gold-filleguaranteed Knife, 2 blades, MONDAY
1
plain or engraved, regular price 12.50. ...
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Farnam St, Omaha, Neb. Douglas 1970.
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